ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
he instability of prices is a source of uncertainty. It distorts the economic decision process and causes an economic instability. Generally, this instability results from inflation. Liquidity excess is its major origin. By this we mean that there is too much currency for enough goods. If the currency in circulation increases, the private agents raise their goods and services demanding. If it is not accompanied by an increase in production, the prices go up. Thus, to handle this problem, many researchers ask on variables that we must act to reach the stability of prices. The majority of studies have been concentrated on the exchange rate because it presents a transmission channel of the external shocks. Thus, they used a fixed exchange rate to control inflation. But, this strategy is not efficient and it is not applicable because the instability growth of capital follows during the end of seventies 1 . Even, when some central banks adopted a flexible exchange rate (in the beginning of eighties decades), they didn"t control efficiently inflation. Then, the repeated failure and the persistent instability of the relationship between the monetary growth and inflation pushed the majority of them to cease targeting the monetary aggregates during the Eighties. It will be more necessary to find a best policy, which control efficiently the inflation and ensure the price stability.
At the end of the Eighties, many industrialized countries as well as emergent countries started to target inflation. Hence, a new economic policy named "inflation targeting" has appeared. This policy is a decision rule, which aims to increase the transparency around the monetary policy followed by a central bank. It aims at 1 The impractical of fixed exchange rate policy was illustrated by the crisis in the Nineties.
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I-LITERATURE REVIEW
Several researchers are interested in the monetary policies rules. They are characterized by a debate between some economic schools. Two concepts underlie this debate: the neutral currency and the inflationary bias. The neutral currency is an old idea that was reasserted by theorists of the real cycle. They consider that, although the currency is not neutral in the short run, it will have no effect in the long run. Thus, the monetary policy must concentrate on economy anchoring, by defining, for example, a maximum objective of inflation. Then, the objective of economic stabilisation becomes secondary. On the other hand, Barro and Gorden (1983) concluded that, "In discretionary monetary policies, policy-makers are always suspected by the private agents who wanted to make surprised inflation to stimulate the activity". As a consequence, these policies are not very credible, which creates the inflationary bias of the discretionary policy. Thus, Rogoff (1985) contemplates a solution to reduce the inflationary bias and to finish with this lack of credibility. This solution consists in supposing some active behaviour rules for the monetary authorities. These rules provide some advantages that are flexible and allow the immutable behaviour of the authorities" engagement, which preserves them from the temporary inconsistency and inflationary bias. Indeed, Rogoff (1985) is the first to have evoked the active rules, but Taylor is the first who formulated this rule in function of the short-run interest rate.
In 1993, John Taylor developed a simple interest rate rule for the choice and the evaluation of the instruments that conducts the monetary policy. This rule has been known under the name of the Taylor rule. It can be used both for the evaluation of the later policies and also to determine those of the future. It recommended a rise (fall) of the interest rate when the inflation rate is above (bellow: case of recession) its targets level. In fact, the monetary policy instrument presented by Taylor suggests that the central bank linked the short run interest rate with inflation and the output. More precisely, this rule shows that the nominal interest rate is a function of the inflation rate plus the equilibrium real interest rate plus two deviations that have the same coefficient, and both equal to 0. Thus, starting from these studies, Taylor forms its famous rule. The monetary policy instrument presented by Taylor considers that the short run interest rate is a function of two observed quantities: the inflation rate (  ) and deviation from real output (y). Four components of the model are treated as constants: a pair of adjustment parameters h, the adjustment parameter that applies to inflation, and g, the adjustment parameter that applies to output, the equilibrium real rate of interest ( f r ), and optimal level of inflation ( *  ). The deviation from real potential output (y) is simply the difference between potential GDP and actual GDP 3 .
The two adjustment factors can incorporate at the same time short-run and long-term objectives. The inflation gap adjustment factor incorporates long run objective for the central bank (price stability). The output gap adjustment factor is based on the idea that the short run monetary policy is useful to avoid the cyclic changes 134 (economic stability). The main goal is to allow output to have a durable growth around its potential trend. The output gap adjustment factor can represent another aspect of economic policy. Indeed, some analysts regard it as an indicator or a signal for future events. According to this idea, a positive output gap is an indicator of increasing future inflation. Thus, the interest rate rule, which reflects an adjustment output gap, can correspond to designated political action to hinder rises of expected inflation.
Starting from these two-parameter contributions, we can conclude that Taylor rule aims at a major policy of price stability. Theoretically, the Taylor rule has been refined by several contributions, such as, those by Svenson (1997), which shows that this rule can appear as the solution of optimal control schedule under inflation targeting. Thus the majority of the countries that chose inflation-targeting policy have adopted Taylor type rule to conduct their monetary policy. Taylor (1993 b) did not estimate the rule but he imposed some assumptions for this linear model. The target of inflation is supposed to be equal to 2% and the equilibrium real interest rate is supposed to be equal to 2%. Taylor considered his rule as being very simple (reducing enormously the econometric investigations). But at the same time, it is able to capture the essential elements of the systems that the central banks predicted and to link the political instruments to the actual economic conditions. Then, this rule is an adequate mean for the control of economic policy. But the question to estimate this rule instead of adopting assumptions becomes the first literature preoccupation and causes some theoretical and practical problems. To estimate rule, we must determine some variables that are unobservable like the potential output, inflation rate and neutral interest rate. Many studies are undertaken to identify the best econometric method allowing an optimal estimation. Among potential output measurements adopted in some studies, we find the HP filter, the polynomial tendencies (quadratic or cubic) and model with unobservable component (kalman filter). Moreover, there are several alternatives to determine inflation (such as the use of the GDP deflator or the use of the consumer price index). Indeed, Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) in Euro area reached many measurements of output and inflation to determine the optimal monetary policy.
The problem with this approach is that there is no consensus about the appropriate instrument or target or about what variables (and what lags) must be included in the right hand side of the reaction function. In fact, the difference between economic structures of the various countries necessarily leads to a difference in instruments that conduct monetary policy. Indeed, some countries response to the exchange rate fluctuations. Several of them seek to diffuse some credibility in the objective to ensure an economic stability by adopting a partial interest rate adjustment. Then, we cannot apply a standard rule for all the countries. But this rule must be adapted to the economic structure for each country by including the key variables associated with each economy. Thus, emerge the concept of "Taylor type rule" 4 . There are some difference between TTR and a type Taylor rule, which appear in various points:

The first difference between the TTR and the specifications for type Taylor concerned the timing of the economic variables on which the short run interest rate depends. Indeed, the Taylor rule recommends that the interest rate must be a function of contemporary values of the output gap and the inflation during the four last quarters. Others works, used the expected values of inflation rate and output.  A second difference concerns the adjustment factors of the inflation deviation and the output gap. These coefficients represent the economic policy dynamism to the output deviation from its potential level and those of the inflation of its target. In the TTR, considering the duality of objectives of the price stability and economic stability adopted by FED, the coefficients of the inflation gap and the output gap are supposed to be equal to 0.5. This explains the lack of consensus in economy on the weight associated to these coefficients. The researchers suggest that these coefficients must be estimated for each country because of the difference in their objectives.  Another difference is in the using of the smoothing interest rate policy. Indeed, Taylor (1993) didn"t take into account this policy but other researchers such as Orphanides (1997) and Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) , suggest that FED tends to smooth its interest rate. The purpose of this behaviour is to assure some degree of credibility in its monetary policy and to lead economic stability.  The Taylor type rules adopt some different measures from those of Taylor in the determination of the output and inflation. There exists also a very important difference that arises from the interest rate that must 135 be taken as explanatory variables. Indeed Taylor (1993b) picks up the directing rate aimed by the federal funds rate. Whereas, other researches, such as in Lubik and Shorfeidle (2005) , adopt the discount rate or the money market rate in 3 months.
Considering the effectiveness and the simplicity of this rule and its objectives, many countries adopted it with a principal goal to follow the inflation targeting policy in order to reduce the pressure and the increase in inflation.
Although, the traditional Taylor rule is the starting point for studies aiming to determine the optimal instrument in the case of inflation-targeting policy. Several economists are interested in estimating Taylor rule under its traditional version to conclude whether this rule reflects the objectives of such central banks. Indeed, New Zealand is one of these countries, which chooses an inflation targeting policy and has a priority objective of price stability. For this country, many studies are undertaken. Among them, one carried out by Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) and another by Plantier and Scrimgoeus (2002) . In the last study, authors assessed the Taylor rule under its traditional version for New Zealand on the period from 1988 to 2001 5 . They adopted two different alternatives to be taken into account for three different approaches. A first approach consists in estimating a specification with the ordinary least squares (OLS) and recursive ordinary least square (ROLS). With this approach, the authors conclude that the output gap response is equal to 0.4 and that of the inflation gap is equal to 0.62 (the equilibrium interest rate is equal to 5%. It is considered as constant value). The second approach adopted by the authors, is to determine the equilibrium interest rate by a state space model. In this case, the estimation leads to 0.4 for output gap response and 0.72 for inflation response. These results were conforming to RBNZ objectives that give more priority to the price stability than to the economic stability. Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) consider that the equilibrium real interest rate is equals to the average difference between the nominal interest rate and the inflation target rate. Moreover, they adopt a constant inflation target that is equal to 1.5 all along the period of study.
The traditional Taylor rule does not claim to provide a reference norm to the interest rate in theory but rather to describe, in a synthetic way, how the central bank reacts to the fluctuations of some economical key variables during a given period. These variables are the inflation gap and the output gap. But other variables prove to be relevant such as the one lag of the interest rate, the exchange rate and the surplus liquidity. Then, several studies were interested to determine an adequate reaction function from type Taylor by including the variables that provide additional information. The transition to estimate these reaction functions was beheld for several reasons. These functions contemplate to change the monetary policy instrument of the central bank. Then, they present a major element in evaluating the policies of central banks and the economic shocks effect. Thus, several studies estimated the various reaction function specifications to many central banks that adopted an inflation targeting. For example Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) and Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) estimated a reaction function of Taylor type. They apply it to the actual data of inflation and output gap. Moreover, they incorporated a partial adjustment interest rate. Thus, the equation has the following form:
However, the recent literature has been more interested in the Forward-Looking Taylor rule. According to Mayes (2000b) the emergence of this concept does not constitute a surprise. The general traditional Taylor rule suggests that the interest rate must be granted to output gap and to inflation on the current data, but this links information that is not currently available; that"s why it is never relevant to follow this type of rule. To make them realizable and effective, the majority of the researchers and economists suggest to replace these variables by theirs anticipated values. This can be possible to connect the available information. So, recent researches estimated these Forward-looking rules. Gresdesmeir and Roffia (2003), Caputo and Liendio (2005) have estimated a ForwardLooking rule respectively in euro area and Chilean economy. They conclude that the Forward-Looking rule is better than the other rule to reflect the behavior of central bank, which adopted inflation-targeting policy.
In the last decade of 1990"s, a new literature criticizes the Taylor The pioneers" studies targeting this question are those of Ball (1999) , Svenson (2000) and , (2000) and (2001) . In these studies the authors use the following function: h are null) but their reactions are indirect. In this last case, the role of exchange rate is explained by the indirect monetary transmission mechanism, evoked by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) . They suggest that an exchange rate appreciation, in the case of an open economy, has two effects: It decreases the real output by the substitution effect and decreases inflation considering the imported goods prices. Moreover, inflation can be reduced by the decline of the real output. These effects will take place with lags: it is the inertia of the monetary transmission mechanism. Considering this lags, the fall of inflation and output will introduce the fall of the future interest rate. In this context, Lubick and Shorfheide (2005) (2005) test these same problems on the Chilean economy using the function above. They conclude that it is very interesting for the Chilean economy (emergent market) to react to the inflation deviation and to the output fluctuation, and that there is no advantage to react to the exchange rate fluctuation. According to these studies, the absence of explicit response to the exchange rate does not imply that this variable is not involved in the decision-making process, but the openness changes the structure of the economy and the reaction of the monetary policy. In this same context, Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) estimate a Forward-Looking reaction function by including variables that reflects the exchange rate applied to data of the euro area. They conclude that the monetary policy followed by these countries explicitly responds to the exchange rate fluctuation.
The originality of our paper is in the methodology that we are followed to show which rule (TTR or type Taylor rule) reflects in better way the NZRB behaviors under inflation targeting. In deed, we start by estimate the TTR after that we estimate some specific Taylor type rule and we compare them. We conclude in the first step from our two first rules that the Traditional Taylor rule with its standard parameter didn"t reflect the NZRB behaviors. Then, the comparison between the estimated types Taylor rule show some theoretical result like the adoption of the smoothing interest rate and we proof econometrically the necessity of the forecast inflation targeting. This the difference for paper from other, because the studies before-mentioned are based on some criticized and estimated only either a TTR or the type traditional Taylor rule and put their conclusion.
II-METHODOLOGY AND DATA 1 Methodology
Our methodology consists to start by describing the business cycle of New Zealand from 1990 to 2005, to see the change behind the using of inflation targeting regime. After that, we use an empirical approach to determine the optimal monetary policy that describes the behaviour of the NZRB.
In the empirical approach we start by estimating the Traditional Taylor rule. Then, we try to estimate the other specification, which differs from the TTR. Indeed, we estimate two types of reaction functions, one under a 137 static version and the other under a dynamic version. This last equation differs from the first one by the introduction of the smoothing interest rate 6 . It consists in checking if the RBNZ adjusts gradually its interest rate in order to preserve credibility for its policy. Thus, we will compare these two functions using the criteria of Akaike and Schwarz to know, which is optimal model reflect the behaviour of the RBNZ. In this case, the dynamic rule is given by:
Where, i: 3month money market rate  : The adjustment coefficient of interest rate.
Then, we will consider the critical advanced by McCallum (1993) , which notes that the traditional Taylor rule will not be operational because it needs information, which is not available for the policies makers. Thereby it is necessary to substitute the actual inflation rate and the output data by their forecasts. In this case, we come to estimate the Forward-Looking Taylor rule. We adopt the specification of Lubik and Schorfeide (2005) , which is, applied to News Zealand, Australia, Canada and England. The specification is given by:
In the end, we try to verify if the RBNZ responds explicitly to the exchange rate fluctuation. Thus, we adopt the lubik and Schorfeide (2005) specification, which appreciates the role of exchange rate inside monetary policy, followed by the New Zealand, Australia, England and Canada. In this case the rule is given by:
In this paper, we are adopting quarterly data used several times in other studies. The choice for this frequency rather than the monthly one does not decrease the study relevance given that the policy makers aim to a medium-term objective of price stability. The data is collected from the IMF for the first quarter of 1989 to last quarter of 2005. The period of estimation corresponds to the beginning of an inflation targeting policy in New Zealand. The variables are: the 90-day interest rate money market, gross domestic product (GDP), and real exchange rate. The other variables are collected from RBNZ such as: the consumer price index (CPIX) excluding the costs of credit services, the inflation target and the expected inflation rate which are published by the RBNZ. However, in our study we determine some unobservable variables such as equilibrium interest rate, output gap and inflation rate.
a-
The output gap
In all cases, the output gap is expressed as a percent of potential real GDP, calculated by multiplying 100 times the natural logarithm of the ratio of real GDP to an estimate of potential real GDP (Kozicki 1999 ). This allows us to detect the effects of internal and external shocks on the economic activity and through aggregate demand components. The majority of the studies, in this context use the following function to calculate the output gap:
In the macroeconomic literature, the potential output had been defined as the realizable production without increased inflation beyond its actual level. It is the result of a normal oscillation of potential economic supply. It is an unobservable variable that will be determined on this study by the filtering method of Hodrick and Prescott (HP Filter). This is a good estimation method because it minimizes the output fluctuation around its trend. By definition, if we apply the HP Filter to determine the output gap we adopt a stationary series.
bInflation
Some studies analysing the monetary policy determine the inflation rate as the percentage of CPIX annual variation 7 
c-
The real equilibrium interest rate
In practice, the definition of the real neutral interest rate presents more difficulties than in concept. In the original model of Taylor, the real equilibrium interest rate is fixed at 2%. In fact, the macroeconomic literature offers various approaches to calculate this rate:

Some authors adopt the approach of a constant value: It is equal to the average difference between the nominal interest rate and the inflation target rate. Kozicki (1999) and Smets (1998) adopt this approach to calculate the neutral real interest rate for New Zealand. They conclude that it is equal to 4,98%  5%. It is the same approach adopted by Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) for New Zealand.  By referring to the neo-classic growth theory, the real neutral interest rate is equal to the economic potential growth, i.e. the maintainable growth without excessive inflation.
In our study, we adopt the first approach to determine the neutral real interest rate. With our data we find that % 5  r for New Zealand during the period from 1990 to 2005. We apply the ADF test for the other variables such as the 3-months interest rate money market and the exchange rate fluctuation. We conclude that these series are stationary. We apply the Augmented Dicky Fuller test to test the stationarity of data. The result is that all the variables are stationary.
Data Analysis
Before estimating the best Taylor rule followed by the RBNZ, it is useful to briefly review the broad macroeconomic characteristics of the 1990s. There was a significant recession in the early part of the decade, followed by a strong boom in the mid-1990s. After that, there was a gradual slowing in growth, which conducts to a small contraction in GDP in the first two quarters of 1998. Then, GDP accelerated quite quickly out of through before returning to more moderated growth rates. A boom followed this period in the 2004. Then, GDP has a period of stability during 2005.
A-
Output
This cycle can economically be explained. The expansion in output from 1991 to 1997 that the New Zealand experienced have lasted two years longer than the previous two expansions experienced in New Zealand. In other words, it was strong relative to New Zealand"s history and contemporaneous OECD country experiences. This expansion was driven both, by the flow on effects of structural reform undertaken in the late 1980s, and more traditional business cycle drivers. These drivers included robust world demand condition, high commodity prices for the New Zealand"s exports, strong net inward migration flows, high level of business, high level investment expenditures, and later, expansionary fiscal policy. The amount of exportation is around 30 percent of GDP. The East Asia accounted for over 40 percent of New Zealand"s exports. Then, the East Asian crisis of 1997 significantly affected both the volume and value of New Zealand"s exports, which causes the recession at the beginning of 1998 as showed by Figure1. From 1998 to 2002, RBNZ has adopted a new monetary policy MCI "monetary condition index", this policy takes into account the exchange rate deviation to neutralize the external shock effects. Then, in this period, the GDP has a moderate rate growth. In 2004, we observe a boom in GDP rate growth, then a stable growth rate. According to figure2, it is clear that the inflation rate has a high value and volatility in the late of 1988s. At the beginning of 1990, the inflation rate becomes more stable and had a low value. Since achieving the 0 to 2% inflation target in 1991, monetary policy can be credited with having successfully anchored the inflation rate over the remainder of decade. From 1991, as indicated in figure 2 , the inflation rate remains typically between 1 per cent and 2.5 per cent. There were two breaches of the top of the (then 0 to 2 per cent) inflation target band: in the June quarter of 1995 and through 1996. However, the Bank"s measure of underlying inflation never came close to breaching the lower edge of the target, and indeed never fell into the bottom half of the then 0 to 2 per cent target band. Subsequent to a number of adverse shocks in 1998 CPIX inflation fell to a trough of about 1 per cent by late 1998. In the late 1999, the inflation rate starts to increase. This can be explained by the three large negative shocks 8 . After a policy target agreement in 2002, the inflation rate becomes more stable. From 1990 to 1992, we observe that the interest rate decreases dramatically (from 14,4% to 5%). It is the impact of the adoption of inflation targeting policy. From the late of 1994 to early 1997, 90-day rates in New Zealand averaged about 9 per cent. It was a response to strong inflation pressures. After that, in 1994, the interest rate rises from 5% to 10%. This can be explaining by the monetary tightening, and the general attractiveness of New Zealand as a destination of international capital. The interest rate reaches to a pick in 1996 of 10%, after that it starts to decrease.
BInflation inflation in NEW ZEALAND
From 1997 to 1999, the interest rate deceases at 4%. This is explained by the policy target agreement (PTA) announcement in 1996. From the beginning of 1999 to 2005, the interest rate becomes more stable around 5%.
D-
Exchange rate deviation According to figure 4, we observe a decreasing in the deviation of the exchange rate from 1990 to 1993, then an appreciation around 30 % between the first quarter of 1993 and the first quarter of 1997. This appreciation can be explained as a result of the interest rate increasing in the same period to handle the high inflation. After that, it depreciated by around 30 per cent. Finally, it increased.
Then, after analysing some key macroeconomic indicators, we remark a change in the economic behaviour of New Zealand since 1990. In fact, the interest rate and inflation rate decreased to ensure some economic stability.
Output has been more stable and moderate growth rate. Thus, these economic changes reflect the economic behaviour fixed by RBNZ with the policy of inflation targeting.
According to Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) , the NZRB takes two principal objectives in its monetary policy. The price stabilities and economic stability, but with more preoccupation for price stabilities than the second objective. Thus, because of the difference in objectives for each country, we must determine the optimal monetary policy that describes the best RBNZ behaviour"s.
III-EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
1-Traditional Taylor Rule Estimation
In this part, we will estimate the Traditional Taylor rule for New Zealand during the period from 1990 to 2005. The RBNZ adopt the 3-months interest rate money market to conduct its monetary policy. The RBNZ announces that it needs money market condition by specification of the 3-month money market rate, which is coherent with the objective of price stability. Moreover, this rate can be melt with exchange rate and allowed to lead to any market rate by a quantitative control on overnight financial market. That"s why to set up its price stability policy and then its inflation targeting policy, we adopt a 3-months money market rate. The traditional Taylor rule t is given by [1] OlS did the estimation after verifying the six assumptions necessary to apply this method. We use also the ADF test to look for stationary and the Hausman test to look for endogenity. We conclude that all variable for the first specification are stationeries and exogenous.
The estimation results of this model are as follows: the inflation gap coefficient is equal to 0.77, which imply 1.77 for inflation rate coefficients and 0.24 for output gap coefficient. These coefficients are statistically significant. The Durbin Watson statistic is equal 1.9 and then we note the absence of serial correlation. According to this estimation result, New Zealand has granted a much higher weight to inflation rate than to output gap. These two coefficients are significant, but it is important to indicate that the coefficient of inflation deviation is more significant than the output gap one. This implies that New Zealand accords more priority to the price stability than to the economic stability. It is conforming to RBNZ"s objectives. Thus, we confirm the assumption that New Zealand leads an inflation targeting policy with a relatively weaker output gap weight than 0.5. However, the FED accepts an equal coefficient (0.5) to output gap and inflation deviation. This is the result of its dual objectives for both price and economic stability. However, the RBNZ is more concerned by price stability. That"s why we find a higher coefficient for inflation deviation than for the output gap. The adjustment coefficient 2 R that measures the variation degree of short-run interest rate is weak. We conclude that this rule does not have an important explanatory power because it may be due to a lack of some key variables that provide additional information.
The initial vocation of Taylor rule is more descriptive than normative. Most of the time, this rule is not estimated but it is based on calibrations or assumptions such as in Taylor (1993a) and ball (1999). In a more elaborated mode, other normative rules, generally qualified by optimal, can be derived from small macroeconomic models as the specifying central bank loss function. In other word, it is supposed to represent the relative important objectives followed by the RBNZ. These rules are called the reaction functions, which are derived from the traditional Taylor rule.
Indeed, the traditional Taylor rule, formally close to them, do not claim to provide a norm delivering a benchmark interest rate founded in theory but rather to describe in a synthetic way, how the central bank react to 142 some economic variable fluctuations during a period. These variables are uppermost inflation deviation and output gap. However, other variables are turned out to be relevant such as one lag interest rate, the exchange rate, and the liquidity surplus. Thus in the following part, we will estimate some reaction function that have a Taylor style and we will compare them with the TTR to find the optimal reaction function Estimation Table  Rule1 Rule2 
2-Estimation Of Taylor Type Reaction Function
In the last estimation, we observe a weak explanatory power for the TTR and we consider it as the cause for the omission of some key variables. That"s why in this section; we try to verify the hypothesis that the RBNZ adopted a smoothing interest rate policy. To verify this hypothesis, we estimate two reaction functions; First, The static reaction function, which doesn"t include the lags of interest rate as explanatory variable, then a dynamic version that will include it. The objective is to compare these two functions and to choose the optimal function according to some statistic test like F-Fisher or the Akaike and Schwarz criteria.
aEstimation Of The Static Reaction Function
The static reaction function is almost a traditional Taylor rule but in a developed version. Otherwise, it comes from the Traditional Taylor rule with conventional parameters. To estimate this specification, we adopt the idea of Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) The method of estimation is the AR1 regression because we find a correlation between variables of order 1. The Hausman test shows that all variable are exogenous. Then, the ADF test shows that all variables are stationary.
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The result (rule 2 of estimation table) shows that the inflation rate coefficient is equal to 1.35. An inflation rate higher than one implies that the interest rate must increase when inflation increases. This phenomenon exerts a stabilisation effect on inflation, which reaches to a contracyclical monetary policy. To compare rule 1 to rule we cannot use the Fisher"s test because the models 1 and 2 aren"t stacked. Then we apply the information criteria of Akaike and Schwarz. These criteria, show that rule 2 is more perfectly that the one. Then, we retain this second model as the model that reflects the behavior of RBNZ better than the Traditional Taylor rule. Thereby, it is the first result in this paper that the TTR didn"t the best rule for all the central bank to conducts inflation-targeting policy.
Our results are similar to those of Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000) who estimated the same reaction function of New Zealand during the period from 1990 to 1998. They lead to a significant inflation rate coefficient equal to 1.32 and 0.13 for output gap coefficient. The last coefficient is not statistically significant and they reach to constant interest rate, almost equal to 5. These results confirm the assumption that New Zealand adopts an inflation targeting policy with a weak output gap weight, which is coherent with the objective policies fixed by the policy maker.
In spite of the equation 2 is more useful than the TTR, we think that"s not the best rule that reflects the NZRB behaviors. This conclusion is the interpretation of non-signification of output gap. We think so, to the lack of some key variables. We can justify our intuition by the weak value of the adjustment determination factor. This can be really explained by the omission of some key variables that provide more additional information and a better explanation of the interest rate evolution. Then, in the following step, we will estimate a dynamic reaction function that consists in introducing an additional explanatory variable, which is the one lags interest rate. The purpose of this idea is to see whether the RBNZ adjusts gradually its interest rate to ensure an economic stability.
3-Estimation Of The Dynamic Reaction Function
The objective of this section is to determine whether the RBNZ adopts a partial adjustment of its interest rate like the FED. To do so, we will introduce the one lag interest rate as an additional variable. The dynamic reaction function with smoothing interest rate is given by:
The smoothing interest rate is an adjustment of the Taylor rule, which was adopted by Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) and applied to German and by Verdelhan (2001) who applied it to the euro area. Theoretically Woodford (2003) , in a simple framework model, which takes account of optimist behavior of private agents, shows that some inertial degree of interest rate could be optimal. Practically, the adoption of a smoothing interest rate given by the central bank can be explained by its objective to preserve its credibility that allows us to avoid very strong official market interest rate volatility or to limit the impact on the long-term rates. Therefore, the smoothing behavior has been explained by the tendency of the central bank to smooth the variation of its interest rate in order to avoid its instability, which can affect the confidence of the economic agents. Thus, the role of the gradual adjustment interest rate lies in increasing the economic stability and ensuring some credibility on its monetary policy. The reaction function is then described in terms of a partial adjustment interest rate. This adjustment has been done to the weighed average of the expected interest rate at each period and the interest rate realized in the last period. To estimate this reaction function we adopt methodologies of Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) 
 : Partial adjustment coefficient of the interest rate 0<  <1.
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We use the Beach MacKinnon method to resolve the autocorrelation problem of order one. The ADF test shows that all variables are stationary. The Hausman test shows that the variables in the rule are exogenous.
In all dynamic models it is not the statistic of DW that judges the autocorrelation but it"s the h-DW statistics that is more efficient in this case. It is equal to:
; n : observations number;
2 it  : estimated variance coefficient.
In our case, we obtain an h-Durbin statistic equal to zero because 2 it n >1. Then, we do not determine this statistic. According to Bourbonnais (2002) , in this case we can use the DW statistic to conclude whether there is a significant serial correlation or not. Our regression gives a DW equal to 1.8. Thus, we conclude that there is no serial correlation.
It is clear that the dynamic model differs from the static model. Indeed, we find a significant and higher partial adjustment interest rate coefficient that is equal to 0.76. According to the economic literature, this coefficient is around 0.8 in the case of New Zealand. Then, we apply a statistic test to see whether it is equal to 0.8 or not. The result of this test is as follows: F (1, 59) = 0.26429 with a significance level at 0.60911167. Then, we can conclude that the partial adjustment interest rate coefficient is statistically equal to 0.8
However the output gap is equal to 0.10 and is statistically significant (with the threshold of 10%). This suggests that the real production has an important role in monetary policies. Whereas, inflation rate coefficient is equal to 0.24 and is statistically significant with the threshold of 10%. We always, reach higher inflation rate coefficient than that of the output gap in the case of New Zealand. Therefore, New Zealand leads an inflation targeting policy with a relatively weak weight to the real production. Our results confirm the priority to objective of price stability without neglecting the economic stability.
The adjustment determination coefficient, for this estimation, is better to the one of static model. It has been increased from 0.6 to 0.93. This can be explained by the inclusion of the interest rate lags as an explanatory variable. The criterion of maximization of adjustment determination coefficient consists in retaining the model having the highest value. But, it has some disadvantages. It does not arbitrate between the losses of freedom degrees model and the adjustment resulting from it. To resolve this problem, we can apply the Fisher test and the information criteria Akaike or/and Schwarz.
According to the result, in row 11, we must retain the dynamic model. This rule is better that the last. So, we show an inflation coefficient equal to 0.32 and output cap coefficient equal to 0.14. It is clear so, that NZRB accords more preoccupation for the price stability than the objective of economic stability. In addition, we show that the NZRB adopt a policy of smoothing interest rate, which is justified by the policy target agreement (PTA) in New Zealand and in the economic literature. But, in this estimation we have a problem; a weak significance of actual inflation rate and output gap coefficients, which conduct us to think that it is not the best timing that must be adopted in the function. We think also about the hypothesis of omission of some key variables that provides additional information.
Our results confirm those of Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2000). They find a significant and higher smoothing interest rate that is equal to 0.75 (in our case: 0.766). Moreover, they find a significant output gap coefficient equal to 0.2 (in our case: 0.14) and an inflation rate coefficient equal to 0.37 (in our case 0.32). Mayes (2000a) shows, in the case of New Zealand, that it is not a surprise to find a lower output gap coefficient than that of Taylor (1993a) . In Fact, the FED fixes a duality in its objective between the price stability and economic stability, whereas the RBNZ accords more priority to price stability. Moreover, we show that the RBNZ adopts the smoothing interest rate policy that"s not suggested by Taylor (1993a) . Thereby, the RBNZ doesn"t modify dramatically its policy to any inflation and output gap variation. In this point of analysis, we retain the dynamic model, which represents better the RBNZ"s behaviors than the statistic one. But the weak significance of actual inflation rate and output gap coefficient urges us to think that either we omit another key variable or rather, it is not the best timing of these variables to be adopted in function. Indeed, some new literature criticizes this rule.
4-Forward-Looking Monetary Policy And The Exchange Rate Effect
In the last subsection, we have confirmed the assumption that the RBNZ adjusted gradually its interest rate to ensure an economic stability and to reflect credibility in its monetary policy. Thus, this reaction function has been considered as the best rule that reflects the RBNZ"s behaviors. However, some economists have criticized it. McCallum (1993) suggests that they aren"t operational because they need information that policies-makers did not dispose actually. Mayes (2000 b) criticizes also these functions because they imply that we link information we did not have. Also, he suggests that the Forward-Looking rule can provide additional information about future economic developments. Thus, according to these economists, it is not optimal to follow this type of rule. To make them realizable and effective, the majority of researchers and economists suggest replacing these variables by their expected values. This makes it possible to link available information. These criticisms on using the actual inflation rate and the actual output gap lead to new researches that contribute to the emergence of a forward looking rule. In this context, Dennis (2003) presents a study that tries to determine the optimal reaction function. He adopts a microeconomic model to reflect the characteristics of developed countries and he limits his application to the small emergent markets. Several economists, such as Lubick and Shorfheide (2005) adopted this model applied to News Zealand, Canada, England and Australia, also by Gali and Monacelli (2005) and by Caputo and Liendo (2005) applied it in the case of Chile.
Thus, the Forward-Looking reaction function we try to estimate must include the following variables: expected inflation rate and expected output gap. However, the similar studies envisaged above, adopt a function including only the expected inflation rate and actual output gap. This can be explained by the fact that the timing of these two variables depends to the objective of policies-makers. In a recent contribution, Levin and al. (2003) suggest a rule that takes into account the expected inflation rate in one-year horizon and the actual output gap constitutes an effective and robust response to "uncertainty related to model building". The explanation for this conclusion is as follows: "we can show that such rules are then optimal for a central bank that has a quadratic loss function (i.e. which seeks to minimize the sum of the variances for its two variables: the inflation rate and the output gap). However, the output gap, in this analysis case is not considered as the deviation of the gross domestic product from its long-term tendency, but it is understood as the deviation of the gross domestic product from a level which is reached when the prices and the wages are perfectly flexible and not like the variation with a long-term tendency".
aForward Looking Monetary Policy Estimation
In our analysis, we adopt this idea and we provide another justification to the fact that the RBNZ accords more priority to the price stability that is considered as its long-term objective. The Forward-Looking reaction function, we are trying to estimate, is the same one adopted by Lubick and Shorfheide (2005) in the case of industrialized countries such as the New Zealand, Canada, England and Australia. It is given by:
Generally, the central banks do not announce their inflation expectation. Since 1995, the RBNZ has started making these announcements. This data is stationary by carrying out the ADF test. These results show that all the variables are significant (in threshold of 10%). The estimated model reaches to very significant  that is equal to 0.8. This is confirmed by economic literature, which notes that New Zealand adopts a smoothing interest rate policy equal to 0.8. Moreover, the results note that the expected inflation rate coefficient is higher than the output gap one. This as well confirms the behaviors of the RBNZ, which gives a priority to its objective of price stability than that of economic stability. Other statistics allow us to retain the Forward-Looking rule than the backward looking such as the Akaike and Schwarz criteria. It is important to indicate that the Forward looking reaction function is the model that minimizes these criteria rather than other specifications, which are estimated above. At this point of our analysis, the best model that reflects the RBNZ"s behavior is the Forward-Looking model. But we remark that the 146 expected inflation coefficient is equal to )
 which is lower than 1, however we expect to an inflation rate coefficient that is higher than one. This can be the result of some missed key variables in the model such as the exchange rate fluctuation that provides additional information on the future inflation path.
5-Exchange Rate Effect On The Inflation Targeting Policy
Taylor (2000) is interested in some transmission channels that can affect the monetary policy. In his paper, he studies three types of transmission channels: Effects of different financial market price views, then he refers to credit channel effect and finally, the exchange rate effect. Taylor concludes that only the last channel can affect the monetary policy choice, then he focuses more on the exchange rate channel. The reason that makes it more interesting is its contribution to affect the price. Moreover, it is one of the determinants of the inflation rate and the exports level. Through this channel, the variation in the foreign prices goods has been transmitted to domestic prices goods. Moreover, there is a relation between the exchange rate and the interest rate through the capital market. In his paper, Taylor makes simulations to nine monetary policy models, of open economies, to see whether some transmission channels improve the performance of some rules. He concludes that some models are more powerful and for some other, the performance is deteriorated. He shows that the difference in these models is not due to the various transmission channels but it is the result of different Forward-Looking degrees. For the majority of the developed countries, Taylor proved that the monetary transmission mechanisms have a weakly direct effect on the monetary policy choice. As for the exchange rate, Taylor concludes that it amplifies the interest rate effect but it does not affect its direction. He deduces that the direct exchange rate channel has a weakly effect on monetary policy.
In another study, Taylor (2001) suggests that the exchange rate is an important variable (Taylor (2000) proves that the exchange rate has a weak direct effect on monetary policy). The objective of his recent study is to determine if the monetary policy instrument must respond to the exchange rate fluctuation or it is sufficient to react to the domestic indicators such as inflation and the real output. In this study, Taylor concludes that the monetary policies, which directly react to the exchange rate fluctuation, do not reach a good inflation and economic stabilization. In some cases these types of rules are less powerful than other that didn"t react directly to the exchange rate fluctuation. The most important conclusion in his study is the existence of indirect exchange rate channel, which affects the monetary policy in the absence of a direct channel. The inertial transmission channel combined with rational expectation causes this indirect effect, which has some advantages comparing the direct effect. The indirect exchange rate effect results from no expected or unpredictable interest rate fluctuation. Taylor (2000) shows that the indirect channel of the exchange rate has an impact on the monetary policy in the absence of a direct channel. In this case, when the direct exchange rate effect does not exist, the interest rate reacts only to inflation and the output. Then, if the inflation rate or the output decreases (increase) in the future then the interest rate decreases (increase) in the future. For the opened economies, an appreciation of the exchange rate has two effects:

Reduction in the output by the substitution effect.
The inflation decreases because the imported price goods decrease, which causes the decrease in the output.
This last effect can cause a decrease in inflation.
Thus, these effects on inflation and the output will not take place instantaneously (at the time of the appreciation) but with a lag. This is the inertial of the monetary policy transmission mechanism. Indeed, these lags imply that, in the future, an appreciation of exchange rate decreases the future inflation rate and the output. This is equivalent to the act of an actual appreciation exchange rate, which increases the probability that the central bank will decrease its future interest rate. With rational expectation, the expected fall of the future interest rate will tend to decrease the actual interest rate. Thus, the exchange rate channel appreciation plays an important role in monetary policy if it is based on expected inflation and output. Taylor, among the pioneers, studied the effect of the exchange rate channel on the monetary policy. Indeed, this variable includes additional information on the future inflation rate path that"s not necessarily captured by actual inflation rate or the output gap. Moreover, it provides a key indicator on the economy state more than to refer only to the interest rate. 
To estimate this equation, we write it as follows:
We apply the generalized moments method (GMM) to estimate this function. The Hausman test shows the exogeneity of the exchange rate fluctuation. The application of this method requires an effective choice of the instrumental variables that must satisfy the orthogonalities conditions. To realize the best choice for these instruments, we refer to the literature that estimates this type of function. Gerdesmeier and Roffia (2003) estimate this type of function for the euro area. Then, they adopt 4 to 6 lags of the explanatory variable like instruments. Their choice is being adopted with reference to the Taylor rule.
The estimated results show that the exchange rate fluctuation coefficient is very low (0.04) and not significant. We conclude that RBNZ does not answer explicitly to the exchange rate fluctuation. Therefore, we can say that the direct exchange rate channel effect does not have any effect on monetary policy instrument. Our result confirms those of Lubik and Schorfheide (2005) , who conclude that the RBNZ does not response explicitly to the exchange rate fluctuation. They find a weak exchange rate fluctuation coefficient equal to 0.04. Whereas, in our result the statistic that determines the optimal model to retain require keeping this last function as the optimal rule that describes the behavior of the RBNZ. In spite of the insignificativity of the exchange rate fluctuation, the optimal rule must incorporate this variable. Therefore, we cannot omit it in the reaction function.
This result can be explained easily. Indeed, the direct effects are the immediate impact that an exchange rate has on the prices of tradable goods. Whereas, the indirect effects out of the way in which changes in the exchange rate affect the demand for goods and services product locally. According to these definitions, the relative importance of direct exchange rate pass-through from exchange rate movements to condition prices index inflation is highly dependent. This is the case of New Zealand before adopting the inflation targeting policy, during the 1970s and 1980s, when the exchange rate is the anchored variable and not the price level (Brook 1998). Then, since the 1990s, the period of achievement of price stability is matched by flattening out in the nominal exchange rate trend. In this period of price level anchoring, the direct effect of the exchange rate pass-through has gradually fallen over time. This was be shown by Hampton (2001) . In addition, the development of financial markets and greatly availability of hedging contracts may help to explain the fall of the pass-through. That"s why, currently, many researches give more preoccupation, to the indirect effect of the exchange rate changes. Svenson"s (1999) simulations of a small open economy model are directly relevant to this question; he reports that the benchmark rule (without the exchange rate terms) performs well in reducing the variability of inflation around the inflation target and output around its potential level. In assessing these results with the benchmark rule Svenson (1999) concludes that the rule "appears somewhat robust; perhaps surprisingly robust". Then, Svenson (1999) concludes that no better rule exists. The main point is that even a small open economy view of the monetary transmission mechanism does not change the assessment that the simple benchmark rule responding systematically only to inflation and output works well and is robust.
Our results confirm the Taylor"s conclusion (2001), which says that the indirect effect carries on the direct effect. Taylor explains the last finding of Svenson (1999) as follows: the exchange rate channel effectively makes a connection from the interest rate to aggregate spending. Rather than simply changing the real interest rate, a change in monetary policy changes the real exchange rate as well. The exchange rate magnifies the real interest rate effect, but does not affect its direction. Hence, a reaction of the policy rule only to inflation and output works just fine in stabilizing the output and inflation.
Our results conduct us to retain the assumption of the presence of the indirect effect of the exchange rate because we find that a no significativity of this variable implies the absence of this direct exchange rate channel. But, if we refer to Fisher test and Akaike and Schwarz criteria (see the row of rule 6 in the estimation Table) , this model is the model that minimizes more these criteria. Then, we conclude to retain this model as the optimal model or optimal reaction function that reflects the RBNZ behavior. Then, because we retain this model, which includes the exchange rate fluctuation, and because of the absence of the direct effect of the exchange rate, we can strongly retain the idea of the presence of the indirect channel of the exchange rate. Moreover, economically, this variable provides additional information on the future inflation path and the output, which is not captured by current inflation, and output. Indeed, in 1998 the RBNZ had adopted the monetary condition index (MCI) as the monetary policy instrument during the period form 1996 to 1998. This reflects the desire of the RBNZ to take into account of the exchange rate in its policy.
According to Mayes (2000 a), the monetary policy is a wrong science; errors are inevitable, beheld uncertainty on the mechanisms through it the economy operates, the shocks that can occurs and the economic capacity to neutralize them. Thus, in a future study, we can take into account the possibilities of asymmetric data. In second step we can determine, initially, the indirect exchange rate channel by the pass-through effect. We can adopt a microeconomic model that distinguishes between domestic and foreign goods.
CONCLUSION
To find the best rule, many researches adopted some methodologies that differ from ours. In this paper, we propose a descriptive analysis to determine the optimal monetary policy that reflects the behavior of the RBNZ. Indeed. We adopt a gradual approach that consists in starting from the Traditional Taylor rule and after that including some extensions to find the optimal rule. In the first part we estimated the TTR and we conclude that this rule reflects the behavior of the RBNZ but it has a weak explication power. Thus, can be the consequence of some key variables omission. That"s why, in the second part we introduce some variables indicated by the economic literature like the one lags of interest rate as an additional explanation variable. So, at this step, we estimate a Taylor style rule and not the TTR. In this point of analysis, we conclude that the RBNZ follows a Taylor style rule to conduct its monetary policy of inflation targeting. So, as the first result, we show that the TTR didn"t follow by the RBNZ to conducts its monetary policy under inflation targeting. In addition, it adopts a smoothing interest rate policy to reflect some credibility and stability.
Beheld the criticism to these type of rule, which use the actual inflation and output data, we estimate a new Taylor style rule; it"s the Forward-Looking rule. The results show that this is the more better that the last. The last hypothesis to verify is the presence of the exchange rate in the monetary policy instrument. In other word, we tested if the RBNZ react to the exchange rate deviation in the case of inflation targeting. We show that the RBNZ didn"t react to the exchange rate deviation from the direct channel but it there was dependence from the indirect channel. Indeed, our results find that when we include the exchange rate deviation variable in the rule, we find a coefficient equal to 0.04 but non significant. But when we compare this rule to the last one (that not include an exchange rate variable as explanatory variable), the statistics values show that we must return the rule that includes the exchange rate.
So, this paper gives the rule followed by the NZRB to conduct its monetary policy. This rule is an extension of the TTR named style Taylor rule. In other word, it is not the TTR that must be adopted in all cases of inflation targeting. In other part, we show that is a Forward6Looking rule that must be adopted with a smoothing interest rate.
